
Richard the Saint – Issue 52

The        Angle 

There is a level of satisfaction from being able to reference your own work. For this issue I want to take us back 

to May 4th when I wrote Issue 23 - Oracle/Trump Part 4 of 6 (Vax-a-Nation). Let’s read some of that issue…

Dateline: March 18th, 2020. 

It was day 3 of 15 to slow the spread, toilet paper was the hottest commodity in the United States, and people 

were literally scared to look each other in the eyes. So here I go maskless into the local Kroger. For that period, I 

was the family grocery shopper (bad if you’re a health nut but awesome if you’re into Pop-Tarts). 

Those were the days when many people would give you the ‘where’s your mask’ evil eye but it was so early on 

that many were also trying to gauge their own tolerance….so it was mostly get in and get out. Anyway, I am in 

line to checked out and I noticed that all of the COVID signs were handwritten with sharpies. Please social 

distance at 6ft apart, please wear face coverings, blah blah blah….



The store manager was walking around making sure everyone was both compliant and happy. She 

seemed like a nice lady, so I asked her “I noticed that most places around town have the professionally 

printed signage, but these are all hand-written.” She responded, “Yeah, we still haven’t received our safety 

signage. All those shipments are scheduled by corporate and according to our tracker software it was 

scheduled to be shipped back on January 3rd but it’s just impossible to get anyone capable of tracking it 

down because they’re all so busy with everything going on.”

So, I get out to the vehicle, put my groceries in and begin to pull out. Then I stopped and re-parked. Do 

you know that feeling you get when you realize you’ve just been had? Like the moment the 2nd plane hit 

on 9/11 and there is literally nothing you can do to stop it. That was the moment for me. I felt hollow and 

helpless like ‘here we go, this is the beginning of the end for this country’. 

Did she just say January 3rd? 

January 9 — WHO Announces Mysterious Coronavirus-Related Pneumonia in Wuhan, China

January 21 — CDC Confirms First US Coronavirus Case

February 3 — US Declares Public Health Emergency



But what about the fight? What about the war? This is where the brilliance of Donald Trump and Oracle’s 

Larry Ellison was on full display. So early in this process there was a mental test they were putting us through 

to separate the wheat from the chaff. Do you remember? This was test designed to separate the vaccinators 

from the medicators. Now keep in mind that it’s all fake but in the fake world you gotta make sure you pick the 

correct fake side….and in this case for the patriots it was for sure the medicators. 

Donald Trump and Larry Ellison were full steam ahead in the medicators camp….But why would they do this? 

Well, watching how things played out it became obvious that they knew the moment they went down any road 

other than the vaccine road they would be demonized and marginalized at every turn.

You can’t control people by fixing them! How dare you! We need to get people 

vaccinated and we need to do it now. Hydroxychloroquine? Are you nuts? 

Think back. We all remember how Trump was touting the hyrodxy miracle drug. 

Do you think for a single solitary second, he thought that was a winning play? 

Of course, he didn’t. He knew it was a loser from the very beginning….which is 

precisely why he did it because a loser with those that would stand to do us 

harm is a winner with the people. 



Ever the warrior, Trump decided to up the ante. He was so sure of his winning/losing position that in October 

he decided to fake his own COVID infection just to be able to steal the narrative and further promote the 

miracle drug. Also, remember the next day after being released from the hospital he basically told us there is 

nothing to fear….in other words, it’s fake. He was so sure of his winning/losing position that in October he 

decided to fake his own COVID infection just to be able to steal the narrative and further promote the miracle 

drug. Also, remember the next day after being released from the hospital he basically told us there is nothing 

to fear….in other words, it’s pretty fake.



Fast forward 10 months and here we are with many still trying to figure out if Donald Trump is 

playing the Road Runner or Wile E. Coyote as it pertains to the critical issues surrounding COVID and 

vaccines. Is he the hunter or the hunted? The answer of course, is both.

I want to make sure we are all crystal clear on one simple point. If we don’t agree on this point, then you 

might as well stop listening right now. This is war and people die in war and I mean that quite literally. 

Nothing makes sense if we don’t keep that in the forefront of our minds. So, a couple more key facts:

1. President Trump had no way of preventing his enemies from spinning up COVID.

2. President Trump knew they were doing it primarily to setup the election steal but for other reasons too.

3. President Trump is just as educated (if not more so) than any of us on people like Anthony Fauci, 

Deborah Birx, and Bill Gates (in other words he already knew they were mass murderers).

4. President Trump knew they would push very hard for vaccines and mandatory if possible.  

None of that feels even remotely far fetched to me. We have a President of the United States that 

knows we’re at war….that people die in war….and that his enemies are mass murderers.



So, then what do we get? We get the Coronavirus Task Force. Let me ask you a question. If you were 

in a battle where no matter what you did, they’d still say you lost would you go through the trouble of 

assembling your ‘A’ Team? The President himself could have cured COVID overnight and it would not 

have mattered one bit to his enemies. They would have called him a liar and demanded the replacement 

of his entire staff with ‘real’ scientists. Are any of us under the illusion that if Donald Trump was 

impeached over a phone call with another president that he was going to get a fair shake on a pandemic 

that had perceived life or death consequences? Not a chance. It is critical that we collectively understand 

this premise because no matter what (going back to the early principles) people will die in this war and 

that is 100% unavoidable. The deck was stacked totally against Trump from day one. So, the key 

strategic questions became very clear early on. 

1. What strategy saves the greatest number of lives?

2. What strategy wins back the narrative? 



4 of the 7 core members are either compromised or corrupt to the absolute core. In fact, the two most 

influential leaders (Fauci and Birx) have decades and decades of experience participating in numerous 

initiatives responsible for the deaths of countless individuals. Again, this is not something Donald Trump 

was ignorant of, he was well educated on the backgrounds of all these individuals long before Mike Pence 

put them into place. 

And the 3 core members that I believe to be on our side 

were Stephen Hahn (Commissioner of Food and Drug),

Seema Verma (Administrator Center for Medicare & Medicaid), 

and Alex Azar (HHS Secretary). 

Trump (and Pence) made sure that none of theses individuals played a significant roll in the 

events that they knew were getting ready to play out.



“In this country we’ve taken a very liberal approach to mortality. There are 

other countries that if you had a pre-existing condition and let’s say the virus 

caused you to go to the ICU and then you had a heart or kidney problem.

Some countries are recording that as a heart or kidney issue and not a COVID-

19 death but right now, we’re still recording that as a COVID-19 death .”

We’ve become a people with short attention spans and time can make us forget things that were said or 

done. If we’ve learned nothing over the past 18 months, we have certainly learned that there is big power if 

you happen to be the one that controls the ‘counting’. Here is a direct quote from Deborah Birx and a 

screen capture from the actual briefing.   



But the last thing I want to do is go down roads we been down over and over again. We all know Birx and 

Fauci are liars and have been for years which on display for the entire world to see…..so I would be 

preaching to the choir. What I would rather do is discuss the path to victory that I believe President Trump 

as well as Vice-President Mike Pence worked together to achieve. First, let’s talk Mike Pence.

I believe (and have for awhile) that Mike Pence is playing two roles. 

Role 1:  The Loyalist – It would have been impossible for Trump to have selected a VP candidate that is 

more principled ……God, Country, and Constitution. (take off your Jan. 6th goggles for a moment please)

Role 2:  Sacrificial Lamb – We are talking about the other side of the same coin. In order to be loyal to 

God, Country, and Constitution while simultaneously being a sacrificial lamb it would require massive 

amounts of restraint and calm. Mike Pence is the very picture of restraint and calm.    

Remember, we are dealing with people that Trump and Pence know are murderers. 



So, the calm, cool, and collected loyalist takes the stage and communicates to the American people that 

Fauci and Birx are telling us that we just need ‘15 days’ and that is all we need. Scott Adams (like him or 

hate him) calls this a kill shot. In other words, Pence wasn’t telling the American people we need 15 days 

but rather Trump was using Pence to tell Fauci and Birx ‘I’m giving you 15 days.’    

But the proof is in the pudding. Who is now taking the 

brunt of the abuse when it comes to the 15 days 

narrative? It’s not Pence. It’s not Trump….and it’s not 

even Birx because she’s out of the picture.

Anthony Fauci is enemy #1 for all things COVID.

Donald Trump used Pence early on to at least partially steal a narrative that they knew quite well 

they could use against their enemies because after all…..they were just ‘following the science.’  
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1 – Fake accusers can’t take out Brett

2 – Nancy and her hoodlums steal the house

3 – Sessions out (or is he?)

4 – Mad Dog out (deep state general)

5 – Mueller clueless about his own report

6 – Donald Trump make a phone call

7 – A fake whistleblower comes forward

8 – Trump takes the game to space

9 – Nancy starts first fake impeachment

10 – Schiff for brains says Trump is impeached
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11 – Trump tells China to stay out

12 – Mitch is forced to acquit Trump (but not Romney) 

13 – Trump starts the Fauci takedown by hiring him

14 – We shut down the country for something that is 99.5% harmless

15 – The global praise movement for a criminal begins

16 – The long overdue departure from the WHO finally happens

17 – Trump tells the whole world the election will be stolen

18 – Bannon framed

19 – RBG out (permanently) and Amy in

20 – The Trumps successfully fake their COVID infection

21 – Trump wins 2nd term (and Biden steals)

22 – Pfizer produces first fake vaccine

23 – SCOTUS not touching fraud

24 – Barr resigns and escapes prison (maybe)

25 – Couple more senate seats stolen

26 – Fake insurrection

27 – Twitter betrays the leader of the free world

28 – Fake impeachment #2

29 – Fake troops in DC

30 – Fake inauguration

31 – Arizona starts real audit

32 – Fake pipeline cyber hack

33 – Fake variants start

34 – Chauvin victim of BLM

35 – Biden betrays USA

In issue 50 we covered 35 key events that have taken place since 

October of 2018 but for todays issue, we only need to display 8 of 
them. So, let’s do that now.
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11 – Trump tells China to stay out

13 – Trump starts the Fauci takedown by hiring him

14 – We shut down the country for something that is 99.5% harmless

16 – The long overdue departure from the WHO finally happens

17 – Trump tells the whole world the election will be stolen

20 – The Trumps successfully fake their COVID infection

22 – Pfizer produces first vaccine

33 – Fake variants start

11, 13, and 16 are important but not key 

to what we will continue to focus on for 

this issue so we will remove those as 

well. Leaving 14, 17, 20, 22, and 33.
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14 – We shut down the country for something that is 99.5% harmless

There can be very little doubt at this point that many people are reaching (many already have) a 

boiling point that produces clarity on what is taking place. Those moments of clarity produce action. 

One of my first moments of clarity came many years ago when I was listening to a cutting-edge 

economist by the name of Gerald Celente. For the first time in many years we are starting to see 

massive amount of people have their ‘moment of clarity.’  
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17 – Trump tells the whole world the election will be stolen

We make a critical error by ever disconnecting COVID from the election steal. When you apply Occam's 

razor which always advises us to seek the more economical solution: In layman's terms, the simplest 

explanation is usually the best one. So which explanation is simpler?

• 2 of the most controversial events in American history occur 8 months apart and their coincidental.

or

• 2 of the most controversial events in American history occur 8 months apart and they’re connected.
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20 – The Trumps successfully fake their COVID infection

There isn’t much to say about this other than it was 100% a ploy on the part of the President to 

accomplish two goals:

• Show the American people that the virus is completely manufactured and overblown.

• To show those that do believe it’s a real thing that it’s 100% treatable via known medications.

He knew quite well that his use of Hydroxychloroquine would be completely rejected by his enemies. But he also 

knew the absolute demand for a vaccine was coming and he was ready for that as well…..
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22 – Pfizer produces first vaccine

This is the part where things get interesting. REMEMBER: This is war and people die in war. 

First, let’s learn a little more about how and why we got to this point. We’ll start by digging a little 

deeper into Operation Warp Speed.
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So, the race was on to produce a vaccine and/or treatments that 

could slay the COVID beast which already had a 99.5% risk mitigation 

factor but who’s counting.        CALLING ALL BIG PHARMA!!!

Here’s an overview of 

Operation Warp Speed.



Why is Pfizer the teachers pet when the people running the show are the ultimate Eli Lilly 

duo? Now is where it will become fun to watch. Let’s go learn why.

Most are ignorant of who Alex Azar is and that he was the former President of Eli 

Lilly. Lilly is drug and treatment company that doesn’t fit the ‘vaccine’ first narrative 

of Fauci / Birx and others. What they also do not realize is that Lilly is an Indiana 

based company and they have deep ties to Mike Pence as well. So, the VP and 

HHS Secretary are key task force members. One is the former President of Eli 

Lilly, and one is a former Indiana senator and Governor with deep ties to Lilly and 

yet we have Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson and Johnson all front and center and 

Lilly way in the background?



Congrats on making it easy to use. But I 

digress. Sorry, just some IT and usability 

sore spots for me but the point here is 

that this should be an authoritative 

source and easy to use. It’s neither.

First of all, we have the VAERS reporting system which is a brilliant piece of software development 

which is about as user friendly as reading the US tax code. For starters, it’s a passive reporting 

system which means it cannot be used as an authoritative data source because anybody with a pulse 

can use it. Secondly, we have a system that says Healthcare providers are required by law to report 

in VAERS followed by saying Healthcare providers are strongly encouraged to report in VAERS.  



Stephen Hahn went on record multiple times to say that the FDA 

“Would never approve any vaccine they would not feel comfortable 

giving to their families”.



Now Pfizer put some big money on the table for 

Trump in 2017 and I find it quite interesting that 

they gave not a single dime to Obama. This can 

be taken multiple ways I suppose.  



But speaking of Adverse Effects. Guess what? That is not what they are called anymore. With the FDA 

approval of a Pfizer vaccine, they are now called Breakthrough Events.  So, heart attacks, strokes, acute 

kidney failure, cadiac arrest, Myocarditis, etc. are no longer even considered to be adverse effects. You 

see once a vaccine goes from EAU (Emergency Authorization Use) to approved by the FDA the game 

changes in a big way.

EAU (Emergency Authorization Use) FDA Approved

Adverse Effects Breakthrough Events

FDA approved protocol relaxed FDA approved protocol required

Manufacturing practices relaxed Manufacturing practices required

Vial content checking relaxed Vial content checking required

Animal trials relaxed Animal trials required

Efficacy testing relaxed Efficacy testing required

Vial expirations relaxed Vial expirations required

BEFORE AFTER

So, make sure you or you loved ones understand that by accepting an EAU vaccine you have potentially 

opened Pandora’s box on your body which explains why we’re seeing everything from arm soreness to 

5-year-old girls starting their menstrual cycles. The variety of adverse effects are endless.



But now for the good news. Pfizer now has 2 weeks from the date of FDA approval (8/21/2021) to publicly 

produce the contents of the vials….. that is 9/4/21) Times almost up Pfizer. Show us the vials.

So, this in my opinion answers two big questions:

1. Why the big push to get people vaccinated?

a) Because under EAU they don’t have to tell you and I what is in the vaccine. 

b) Because once the population finds out what’s in it they will reject it wholesale.

2. Why did Trump recommend getting vaccinated?

a) Because you cannot reasonably reject what you created (and chances are high he knows the vial 

contents).

b) An EUA vaccine cannot truly be mandated and that keeps your death count down because this is war 

and people die in war. 

c) Trump trusts his followers. He probably knows the real number of people vaccinated is more in line 

voter demographics than anything else. Contrary to popular belief of the enemy, Trump followers are 

not sheeple. Patriots will be the last ones standing.

When the vials are public knowledge either Pfizer is in the clear or Donald Trump created a trap that will 

completely destroy Pfizer and redefine the medical industry as we know it.



We need to understand where we stand in this battle. I was talking with my sister yesterday and we 

shared stories of our employers and then we started talking about all the people that are starting to 

panic saying “This is the mark of the beast and Jesus is returning soon.” Every time I hear talk like that 

it reminds me of a book I read back in my younger days. ‘88 Reasons why Jesus will Return in 1988’. 

Obviously that one landed on the ash heap of false predictions. 

The verse in that passage of Revelation 13 (which I encourage to you to read) says nothing about 

forcing someone to take a mark or tricking someone into taking a mark or even deceiving them into 

taking a mark. That verse is very specific in that ‘he causes’ people to take a mark. And therein is the 

analogy. Nobody is being held at gunpoint. Nobody is being tortured. They are simply telling us to do 

something we shouldn’t be doing. So, we’re scared of what exactly? 



Are we scared to lose our jobs? Really? Is the sum of our existence a paycheck? Because I am pretty 

sure that money is not your money anyway. That is God’s money, and He says that He will supply your 

needs according to His riches. Besides, we brought absolutely nothing into this world, and I can 

guarantee you we will be taking nothing out.

I suppose it’s possible this is all just an untimely series of events, and everyone involved in this was 

acting in good faith. They made mistakes along the way, but their hearts were in the right place. I 

suppose I must concede this unbelievably remote possibility. 

But in order to do so wouldn’t I have to abandon not only the evidence that is before us but also the 

evidence that we have yet to see? Regardless of whether we error on the side of wrath or grace we 

must always go where the evidence leads us, otherwise we abandoned thought all together and justice 

is never served. Not me. I won’t stop thinking. I like thinking. MAGA people think. Thinking is good.

And all God’s people said…..AMEN.


